DAN DePAPE
As a lifetime Chicago resident, Dan has an intimate knowledge of Chicago's diverse neighborhoods.
Before becoming a Broker Associate he worked for over ten years as a Residential Real Estate
Appraiser in the Chicagoland area. Having appraised thousands of residential properties from studio
condominiums to multi-million dollar single-family homes Dan is able to provide his clients a
distinct advantage in finding the right property at the best possible price!!!
Dan's reputation is built on his enthusiasm and skill in exceeding his clients' goals with professional
and personalized service. You can be confident Dan will go the extra mile to ensure your needs are
met and then some. After all, it's not just real estate, it's your future!
In his spare time Dan dabbles in woodworking making arts and crafts furniture. His basement is set
up like Norm's New Yankee Workshop. When not working with wood Dan is a pyrotechnic. While
most people enjoy watching a good firework display, Dan is content only when he gets to light the
fuse. Dan says it's hard to describe and falls under the category of odd hobbies, but for family and
friends he enjoys designing, coordinating and literally setting-off a firework display for all to safely
enjoy. Does anyone have a match?
TOM KELLEY
As a lifelong resident of the Chicago area, Tom grew up in the western suburbs. After attending
Loyola University the city became his campus. Tom has resided in many different city
neighborhoods and currently lives in Lakeview with his wife, daughter and two dogs. Tom says, "We
love to show the city to unsuspecting first-time visitors. They are usually stunned at what Chicago
has to offer. It's an incredible place to live." Tom believes it is important to give back to the
community. He remains active as a board member of the West Lakeview Neighbors, Chairperson of
the Planning & Development Committee and sits on the board of the Lakeview Citizens Council.
After spending almost twenty years in technology sales and travelling globally for work Tom decided
being close to home and family were more important. Real Estate was the perfect fit. Being a part of
the Real Estate industry allows Tom the joy and excitement of helping people take ownership of
their dream property or watching as a seller moves onto the next home and new adventures. Tom
says, "It's amazing to work so closely with someone and be a part of helping them reach that place."
Tom is committed to provide his clients with exceptional service. His goal is to keep his clients
informed of local trends by combining a history of the local community with the latest market data
available. Tom uses neighborhood expertise plus his knowledge of the city to advise his clients. This
information allows them to make intelligent buying or selling decisions on one of the most
important financial transactions of a lifetime.
"It is extremely important to have confidence in your real estate sales professional." Tom said. He
believes experience is a great teacher. With that, Tom adds to his arsenal by taking advantage of the
professional development opportunities offered by the various REALTOR® Associations. Tom
earned designations in: Accredited Buyers Representative (ABR), Certified Negotiations Expert
(CNE), and Short Sale and Foreclosure Resource Program (SFR).
"I just love what I do," says Tom.

SUSAN BOUSCH
With more than ten years of sales and marketing experience, Susan is an organized, efficient,
energetic advocate that you want on your side of the real estate deal.
Having personally relocated her family five times, she understands how critical it is to work with
someone who can capably guide you through the process of selecting the perfect new home for your
family.
“The purchase of a new home is often one of the biggest and most emotional decisions of most
clients' lives,” says Susan. “It gives me a lot of satisfaction to help my clients remove the natural
emotion and stresses that come with such a big decision and help them realize their dreams.” Susan
is a detailed, friendly listener who is dedicated to help you get the best out of each real estate
decision you make.
Susan currently resides in the Lincoln Square neighborhood, with her husband and two children. She
regularly volunteers in each of the Chicago Public Schools her children attend and can often be
found along the lakefront paths biking, running or rollerblading. An avid traveler, Susan is thrilled to
call Chicago her home.

